
Total Tooling Management Solutions



‘Optimisation of Supply’
As a strategic aerospace tooling partner Technicut has extended 
the concept of optimised supply beyond our products to 
encompass all elements of our customers’ tool administration 
and logistics functions through our Total Tooling Management 
Solutions (TTMS) philosophy.

Through TTMS we can deliver a highly efficient tool management system which provides 
complete control over tool consumption whilst significantly reducing both the direct and  
indirect costs associated with the operational administration of the extended consumable  
tooling supply chain.

With the sustained pressure for enhanced supply chain competitiveness the focus for cost 
reduction is often limited to the direct procurement price of tooling. Full cost optimisation 
however, requires the reduction of all indirect tooling costs which include not only the 
procurement, logistics and storage costs, but also the elimination of costs created by the 
unavailability of tools at the point of consumption and the associated production downtime.

Technicut’s TTMS concept effectively delivers full cost optimisation of tooling management  
and generates a large number of cash savings, including:
• The free-up of management time
• The elimination of tool unavailability 
• The reduction of direct organisational processing costs
• The reduction of tooling consumption 
• The reduction of tooling waste through obsolescence



‘Tailored Intelligent Solutions’

Technicut’s TTMS has been developed to encompass all elements of consumable tooling 
supply, from automated dispensing solutions to total supply chain integration. 

TTMS delivers a modular, expandable and highly configurable system capable of delivering the 
automated management of all tooling types. With its three distinctive yet fully integrated hardware 
platforms, Technicut’s TTMS can be tailored to meet your individual tooling requirements and 
deliver intelligent point of use control anywhere within your production facility.

‘Complete Tooling Control’

All TTMS hardware platforms are controlled through the universal  
SupplyLink module to ensure seamless integration and provide  
fully controlled storage and dispensing of all tooling. 

The SupplyLink’s simple to use touch screen interface is designed to cater  
with all industrial environments, support a variety of user interface options  
and provide the status of the tool stock instantaneously.

Features:
• Simply to use – Touch & Go 
• Simple selection of requested tooling by authorised users 
• Simple take/return of supplies functionality
• Intelligent Supply through the dispense of available regrinds before new tooling
• Search alternate devices functionality for other available inventory
• StoreForward technology to enable 24hr dispensing at the point of use

In addition, the real-time integration of the SupplyLink module with Technicut’s  
core business system provides a wealth of reporting possibilities which are  
individually tailored to each customer’s needs. This ensures the constant  
availability of effective management information data on elements including  
consumption, cost and availability which assist in the attainment of full  
tooling cost optimisation.
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SupplyPort 3 Reports  
SupplyPort 3 offers various reports for tracking and managing  consumption, user and product  records, ordering details 
and other useful data collected at your SupplyPro device(s) and sent to the SupplyPort.  This document provides an 
overview on report structure, how to generate and view reports, describes some of the more commonly used reports and 
explains how to setup an automated report. 
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Overview 
• Reports may be generated directly from the SupplyPort “on-demand”  or be setup to generate automatically and be 

sent to clients and vendors via email and/or FTP on a schedule.   

• Reports may be viewed and sorted at many levels including by User, Area, Device, Vendor, Department, and Job 
Number, to name just a few.  Most data captured at the device during usage or administration transactions is 
viewable in reports.   

• Snapshot Reports offer a high-level view of activity with drill-down options to view individual transactions in detail. 

• Reports offer filtering and “data select” options which allow the viewer to create a very customized report. 

• All reports can be exported to and viewed in Excel or Notepad with a mouse-click. 

• Contact Customer Service if you need assistance generating or viewing reports on the SupplyPort at 1-877-334-
0231, or service@supplypro.com  

 
Report access is set at the User Group level; the default Report Access by user group is: 

• Admin Group: All reports 

• Restock Group: Restock by Device Report 
The reports your User Group is able to view may have been changed by your SupplyPort administrator at the Partner 
level.  See your managing administrator if you have questions about your report access. 

 
To view reports on SupplyPort: 
Log into the SupplyPort, place your mouse cursor over “Reports”, click on “Report List “ 

 
 
 
 

 
 
The “Reports Listing” dropdown will open listing all reports to which the  
viewer has access. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Click on any report to open that report’s window.  

 
 
 



‘Modular Point of Use (POU) Solutions’

SmartDrawer
This intelligent, simple to use and expandable POU technology provides multiple  
levels of control in a single hardware platform. 

The versatile SmartDrawer solution enables Technicut to configure the best  
level of access control and user accountability for each individual installation. 

The SmartDrawer lids can be configured to provide absolute control for either  
single-item dispense and return for critical tooling, or part number level control  
for cost effective higher-density tooling management.

The SmartDrawer can be installed with additional SmartDrawer units  
or combined with SupplyBay devices to provide a total modular solution  
for your custom tooling dispensing needs.

SupplyBay
This versatile, industrial grade, helix dispensing POU technology has been specifically 
designed for harsh production environments to provide reliable high volume tooling  
dispenses year after year. 

The SupplyBay platform is ideal for varied production requirements  
with multi-tool type consumption and has a highly configurable  
capacity for either solid or indexable tooling types.

The SupplyBay can be installed with additional SupplyBay units  
or combined with SmartDrawer devices to provide a total modular  
solution for your custom tooling dispensing needs.

SupplyPod
The new SupplyPod technology provides all of the control, reporting  
and functionality of our larger POU solutions in a small footprint that  
can be placed virtually anywhere within your production facility as  
a stand-alone unit.



As a strategic aerospace supplier our drive is 
to work in partnership with our customers to 
provide integrated solutions for the fulfilment  
of all cutting tool needs.

Technicut believes that its customers should always receive the 
highest quality services to complement its market leading tooling 
and ensure the attainment of optimised production performance.

Technicut provides a number of unique tooling support 
services individually engineered to enhance our customer’s 
competiveness and deliver sustainable reductions in the total  
cost of tooling acquisition.

Strategically Aligned.
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